Paradigm Design LLC

With an emphasis on imagination and invention, mastery of industry
skills and techniques and care for our people and community,
Paradigm Design LLC strives to become the leader in high-quality,
innovative design and engineering solutions.
www.paradigmdesignllc.com

Dave Devine
President, Paradigm Design LLC

About Paradigm Design
Paradigm Design LLC provides professional engineering design services to clients who require assistance with product
design, fixtures, tooling and cost-reduction solutions for current and legacy products.
We are a full-service supplier providing design services from concept through manufacture, specializing in innovative
designs, fast development and prototyping. We can help offload your team using our vast program-management experience,
and will support your transition into full production.
Paradigm Design recognizes that our clients are our number-one priority and that our success depends on providing highquality, cost-effective solutions on schedule. We are centrally located in Mountain View, CA with easy access to both the San
Francisco and San Jose airports.

About Dave Devine, President
Dave Devine brings expertise gained through 30 years of experience in various positions, from operations to engineering.
His well-rounded approach to solving design challenges, along with a broad range of practical knowledge, experience and a
keep-it-simple methodology, allows him to provide unparalleled customer service and quality with the highest business and
ethical standards.
Prior to creating Paradigm Design, Dave served as the vice president of engineering and business development at Evolve
Manufacturing Technologies. Diverse experiences across the field of engineering, including in manufacturing operations,
facilities, materials and machine shops, have provided him with numerous opportunities to produce simple and effective
solutions for his customers.
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About Our Alliances
Paradigm Design has built strong partnerships and alliances with key companies, including machine shops, sheet metal
shops, contract manufacturers and packaging and test houses. We leverage our experience in vendor relationships to select
and retain the highest-quality suppliers for our customers and their end products. Paradigm Design maintains alliances with
the following companies:

Evolve Manufacturing
Technologies

Nelson Machining

Uni-Fab

Stack Plastics

Vanderbend

Nefab

About Our Clients
Paradigm Design has had the opportunity to work with a number of large clients through outsourced contracts with our
partners. Through our strategic relationship with Evolve Manufacturing Technologies, we proudly provide services to the
following clients:

BD Bioscience 		

Stanford Research

Bio-Rad

Zonare

INX International

MSPT

eNeura

Abbott Labs

Dimatix
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About Our Services
Design
Paradigm Design has the knowledge and experience to assist your team
with every stage of the design process, from inception to completion,
including reverse engineering, recreation of missing documents,
redesign for part obsolescence and improvements to legacy products.
We provide product designs, fixtures and tooling, cost-reduction
and product-modernization concepts for mechanical devices, optics,
electromechanical enclosures and packaging. Our team uses the
most current version of SolidWorks in order to provide innovative
and economical 3-D design services for models and 2-D drawingdocumentation packages for manufacturing. We maintain all documentation and revision levels from parts to assembly,
including the top-level bill of materials. This allows us to work and rework seamlessly within all phases of design until you are
100-percent satisfied.
In addition to new designs, we also offer reverse engineering and recreation of missing documents. We can assist with part
obsolescence by redesigning a new part or assembly into your current product while retaining form, fit and function. Our
design services can also be applied to updating older products with new technologies, reducing size and working toward
cost reduction.

Prototyping
Paradigm Design can assist with multiple phases of modeling and
prototyping. We can produce initial SolidWorks models and renderings,
stereolithography prototypes to help you get a feel for your product’s
appearance and weight, and working prototypes for testing and
validation before you release a product to manufacture.
By utilizing our supplier alliances, we can also provide the following
services:
• Plastic and metal machining
• Sheet metal
• Laser and water-jet cutting
• Injection molding
• Overmolding
• Extrusions

Manufacturing
With the help and support of our strategic partner, Evolve Manufacturing Technologies, Paradigm Design can transfer, train
and ramp up your products to full turnkey manufacturing.
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Evolve Manufacturing Technologies is a full-service contract manufacturer with a leading-edge manufacturing facility,
a talented team of manufacturing professionals and close proximity to Silicon Valley clients. Evolve has built strong
relationships with many clients due to its top-quality products and compliance with high-level certifications, including the
following:

British Standard Institute ISO 9001
and ISO 13485 certified

FDA registered

ITAR registered

Women’s Business Enterprise
National Council registered

Quality System Regulation
(QSR) compliant

Working with Paradigm Design and Evolve Manufacturing Technologies, you will receive consistently high-quality, efficient
and cost-effective manufacturing services.

Consulting
Paradigm Design offers design assistance in the form of
consulting. Some of our clients require input on their designs
and the manufacturability of those designs, as well as assemblyprocess strategies. We find that investing time prior to
manufacture to ensure the quality of your designs saves time and
money in the long run, as it helps ensure that your products are
completely ready for full production.
Paradigm Design can assist with design for manufacturability
and design for testability, cost-reduction ideas, supplier
recommendations, adhesives, process flow and operation-method sheets.
By taking advantage of our expertise, customers have confidence knowing their products are the most cost-effective,
efficient, smartly designed products they can produce — and if any problems are found, we’ll advise you as to how to make
necessary changes before flaws are mass-produced.
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About Our Markets
Medical
Paradigm Design and our strategic partner, Evolve Manufacturing
Technologies, have extensive experience in the medical-manufacturing
market. In one case, we were able to redesign three legacy products for
one customer, improving reliability, cutting costs and reducing physical
size. By incorporating newer technologies, we reduced the number of
fittings and potential leak points while improving overall performance
and functionality.
On another product, we replaced a large, outdated peristaltic pump
with a very small, modern pump. With this change and a few other
small adjustments, we were able to reduce the number of sheet metal brackets used, as well as the physical volume of the
product. We won a sustainability award for doing so.
By analyzing the test process and designing several test fixtures on another medical product, we were able to reduce testing
time from 2 hours to 20 minutes, improve the safety of this high-voltage test and minimizing damage to the printed circuit
board.

Bio-Medical
In his previous position as vice president of Evolve Manufacturing
Technologies, Paradigm Design President Dave Devine gained valuable
experience in bio-medical manufacturing.
When one client found a problem that prevented their bio-medical
device from operating correctly, we performed research and identified
multiple issues that rendered the product unmanufacturable. We then
worked with the assembly, changed a few process steps and got the
customer back on track to begin mass-producing the product.
Evolve Manufacturing Technologies is a full-service contract manufacturer with a leading-edge manufacturing facility, a
talented team of manufacturing professionals and close proximity to Silicon Valley clients.
Evolve has built strong relationships with many clients due to its top-quality products and compliance with high-level
certifications, including the following:
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Defense
While working with our strategic partner, Evolve Manufacturing
Technologies, we have had the opportunity to help many
customers in the defense sector. One client was producing a test
fixture in order to test an x-ray scanner device, but was concerned
about the risk of x-ray exposure for the technician performing the
test day after day.
We designed and built a long, lead-lined box and placed the target
and x-ray source into this box. By doing so, we were able to run
the tests with output to a laptop 30 feet away, which successfully
mitigated risk to testing technicians.

Industrial
Over the years of designing and building state-of-the-art, largeformat roll-to-roll and flatbed printers with Evolve Manufacturing
Technologies, we have developed many innovative servo systems
for controlling precise positioning within microns. We have also
created fluidic systems to handle all types of air, vacuum, ink and
other fluids.
Our innovative technologies have allowed us to incorporate
these concepts into other products, from industrial equipment to
automation systems to medical devices. Taking advantage of these
advanced technologies and staying current with even newer systems allows us to reduce product size and cost and improve
efficiency and reliability for our clients across all product platforms.

Client Testimonials
“Dave and I have worked together to design multiple test and assembly fixtures aimed at improving manufacturing
line processes. Dave is skilled at taking a concept, improving it, and turning it into a quality final working device. He
demonstrates pride in his work throughout the entire design process. He handles all the details of parts procurement
including interactions with machine shops and other process sub-contractors, as needed. It has been a pleasure to
participate in the collaborative process Dave creates with his customers.”
Stan Woods, Senior Director of Operations, eNeura Therapeutics
“Dave has a reputation among Evolve’s customers for being innovative, creative, inventive and forward-thinking. His talents
and expertise in developing simple, resource-saving solutions for complex technologies have made him an essential
addition to our team.”
Noreen King, President, Evolve Manufacturing Technologies
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Contact
Paradigm Design has the experience and knowledge to
assist with all your design, prototyping, manufacturing
and consulting needs. Please contact us with questions
or to begin creating your newest product.

Paradigm Design LLC
Dave Devine, President
960 Linda Vista Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
Phone: 650-810-9244
Cell: 408-887-6085
dave.devine@paradigmdesignllc.com

www.paradigmdesignllc.com

